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based shields in various geometric shapes. (3) Finally, there are mental methods. A dowser can clear a strong geopathic field by mental means. For example, my own house was cleared by mental means. Within 48 hours the most significant symptoms were gone, and the remaining symptoms were gone within a couple of months. Once the stressful electromagnetic field is suppressed or eliminated, you will notice a change very quickly. For all stressed persons, the first night in bed in a good location will be a revelation. Finally you can have a peaceful, stress free, solid sleep, and energy and a good appetite in the morning.”

These ten questions do not explain what is already well known about earth radiation: the stress it imposes on human physiological function and its harmful effect on our most precious gift, our immune system. Nor do they explain how to prevent health problems, which may have a tragic effect on your life in the most detrimental way. We will attempt to answer these questions in the remaining chapters.

Harmful earth rays (also known as Geopathic Stress) are a natural phenomenon as old as the planet Earth itself. The Chinese knew the harm these earth rays could cause well over 4,000 years ago. They avoided building houses over stressed areas. The laws of the times required careful dowsing before a new building for people or animals could be erected. Often people were punished for building structures on what they still call ‘dragon lines’. Several twentieth century dowsing specialists dowsed thousands of ancient sites in China, as well as in Europe and the Americas. They never found harmful earth rays under any early-inhabited sites of people who knew the ancient art of earth radiation. There are many cultures which understood earth energies: ancient to modern Chinese, Neolithic villagers in the Orkneys, Bronze Age villagers located in Great Britain and in Europe, North American native Indians of the Adena and Hopewell tribes and the very well known Incas residing at very high altitude plateaus in the Andes.
The most well known European people to recognize Geopathic stress appear to be the Vikings. These people were extraordinarily healthy, powerful and successful, far beyond their numbers. This small nation colonized and ruled much of northern Europe between the years 800 AD and 1100 AD. The Vikings rule strongly influenced trade, law, craft and sea transport. The Vikings landed in Greenland and today's Atlantic Canada. The Vikings traded with Mediterranean countries, going as far as the Middle East and Russia's western Siberia. Many researchers believe that the reason the Vikings became such strong people and such a powerful force, was the fact that they knew how to neutralize the part of country where they lived (Denmark and southern Sweden) from unhealthy Geopathic Stress. The Vikings did this by constructing dolmens, ancient burying mounds in exact triangular patterns. In most cases, the Vikings placed three large standing stones with an extra large stone resting on top. The top stone was lined up with remarkable precision with the other top stones to form a triangle with other stones. About 40,000 such dolmens were constructed in Denmark, and several thousand in Sweden. Fairly recent dowsing tests revealed that these dolmens attracted harmful earth rays, leaving the area within neutralized and completely clean. When the area outside of the triangular patterns of dolmens in Denmark and Sweden was tested, heavy earth-ray concentrations were found. Without doubt, this was the original reason for placing large corner stones in buildings.

The knowledge of the Vikings about Geopathic Stress was lost soon after they became Christian around 1,000 AD and no longer buried their dead in dolmens. Later, many dolmens were dismantled and their stones were used for construction of homes and roads. The strong neutralizing pattern of dolmens had been lost in much of the original territory. Is it a coincidence that the descendants of the Vikings are less healthy today than people living in European countries south of the Baltic Sea? Little more than 200 years later, the art of dowsing and earth-ray neutralizing was firmly denounced as witchcraft. The punishment for such an act was death by burning at the stake. This law served as a strong motivating factor, and the ancient knowledge was allowed to die.

But the knowledge never really died. Mysterious forces of nature remained recognized in certain countries. The Chinese use a complex ‘Feng-Shui’ method in the construction of all present-day buildings, from a small family home to a Hong Kong skyscraper, in order to live in harmony with nature and avoid a clash with ‘dragon lines’.

T.I. Sanderson, author of Invisible Residents, found that the global distribution of earth rays is relatively symmetrical (see Figure 1). This illustration shows that the only continent outside of a strong radiation zone is Australia (along with New Zealand). The white areas represent weak field concentrations, the single shaded zones higher earth radiation levels, and finally, where two shaded zones cross each other, the highest ra-
Radiation levels are found. Several of these 'squares' can be called critical because the earth radiations of both zones add up. Figure 1 illustrates that countries outside of global radiation zones include India, Iran, Pakistan, Afghanistan, eastern China and Mongolia. Nearly all of United States' territory is in a critical zone, except a narrow strip off the Atlantic coast. Eastern Canada has a weaker field than the western provinces.

Large parts of South America, Africa, Europe, Japan and the western coast of Alaska are also placed in strong global radiation zones. Bear in mind that these global zones are not homogenous, or equal in value. The global critical zones merely mean that the radiation concentration in these large tracts of land or sea range from concentrated to very concentrated.

Milan Valentovic measured earth rays using modern magnetic flux instrumentation in several locations in the world and found remarkable earth radiation density extremes. The highest earth radiation fields (i.e. the density of the magnetic lines) reached a value 140,000 nT (read as 'nano-Tesla'). In contrast, measurements in the southern desert of Tunis revealed a magnetic density of only 6,000 nT. Remarkably, the location in Tunis had an earth radiation density 23 times lower than the worst locations in the world. According to M. Valentovic, there are ten locations in the world which have the highest magnetic density: eight points are in the seas east of the continents of Americas, Asia and Africa, one west of Africa and only one on firm land ('terra firma') in north-eastern China. Among the ten locations in the world, with the highest Geopathic Stress, only two locations are well known to the general public. These are the infamous Bermuda Triangle (located between Florida, Bermuda and Puerto Rico) and Japan's Devil's Sea, situated between Japan and the Bonin Islands, located about 1,000 miles south of Tokyo. Both these locations share the highest magnetic radiation density on earth at 140,000 nT.

Bear in mind that there are safe locations in strong global or regional zones such as in the high radiation fields of continental USA and western Canada. There are also very dangerous places in weak global or regional zones such as Australia, New Zealand, India, etc.

**HOW IS GEOPATHIC STRESS GENERATED?**

It may be difficult for a modern, educated, pragmatic and well read person to believe that there are natural rays emerging above the earth's upper crust. Natural earth rays rise above the surface everywhere at all times. If the rays are the wrong kind, they can be very harmful to human health. The problem for living organisms begins when the natural earth rays cross subterranean running water, concentrations of specific minerals, earth fault lines and larger underground cavities. The earth rays become stronger and their natural frequency or wavelength is distorted. It is precisely the change from a normal frequency to a distorted one that is harmful to humans and most organisms. For example, it is well known that water slowly flows underground (typically 50 to 300 feet below the surface), and a new magnetic field is created in the opposite direction of the water flow by friction. This new magnetic field combines with the natural earth rays and changes them to the harmful wavelengths. The new combined magnetic field then becomes harmful to humans, and most animals and plants.

It is very likely that you have already felt, perhaps even recognized, the presence of harmful earth rays. Many of you can remember occasions when you entered a building or a room and sensed within seconds that the place was strangely uncomfortable, the mood depressing, claustrophobic, or it felt "unfriendly". That strange feeling, a seemingly irrational and hard to explain experience, is a relic of ancient man's survival mechanism. You may have been in a beautifully furnished room, radi-